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Experts on everything that is home are not always limited to hammer and nail. Many of them have taken another set of tools – pencil and paper. Seeking to spread knowledge beyond their own tools, today's voices of interior design, craft inspiration and historic homes made 2012 a banner year for the
home improvement book. Just in time for the holidays, we've assembled a fresh new trio of favorite fillings: The things they are matter: Spiegel & GrauIn designer Nate Burcus recently released The Things That, we're reminded of how personal experiences shape who they are and how they live. Burcus
fills the book with intimate stories about his childhood, introduces us to people who influenced him and encourages him along the way, and discovers the remarkable experiences that have changed him forever. Readers can look at Burcus's home, as well as 12 others, from a shiny tall metal and glass
glass in Chicago to a rustic cottage in the Hudson Valley. Each property proves a revealing portrait of its owners and lives on the inspiring choices that shape them. More... Young House LovePhoto: Beautiful MesaIn 2006, armed with one behavior and zero formal training, husband-wife duo John and
Sherry Petersik took an ambitious journey to improve the home. Six years, two renovations of the whole house and a hugely successful blog later, Petersiks decided to move their cunning ideas from the computer screen to the glossy pages of a beautiful book. Young House Love: 243 Ways to Draw,
Craft, Update &amp;Show Your Home Some Love is a fun and better inspiration source of inspiration. With instructive images accompanying every easy-to-read project guide, tenants and homeowners will see new opportunities for every forgotten corner at home. More... Houses of presidentsPhoto: A
little, BrownAnyone, who has undergone a major renovation knows that the forecasts are likely to work long. If that brings solace, even presidents must endure the same misery: It took 54 years for Thomas Jefferson to finish his beloved Monticello! In presidential homes: Children's homes, family homes,
Private Escapees and Grand Estates, you'll find plenty of additional information about the homes (genus, residences, apostates) of U.S. presidents, from George Washington's Mount Vernon to the Punakou County apartments in Honolulu, where Bark Ouama lived with his grandmother. Author Hugh
Howard, co-author of several books by Bob Villa, weaves an intimate portrait that combines architectural history with intimate family histories and political erudition to shed light on the men who occupied the nation's highest office. The colorful photographs of Roger Strauss III carry these homes and
furnishings bright for life. More... For more ideas for festive gifts, consider: Bob Villa's 2012 gift guide: Gift guide of 2012: For DIY dad Bob Villa 2012 Gift Guide: For the gardener Luckier, self-discipline, or geographical advantage, moving to college can be a simple matter of packing a few suitcases,
providing a shower, and finding the right dormitory. For those of us with a tendency to pile up, owned by a family mini-van and a complete lack of shame, the move can involve many, such as three-storey lamps, an armchair and even a stone gargoyle named George.Although I certainly wouldn't advise
anyone to bring their own personal gargoyle (based solely on how many times I've stuck my feet on the way to my room; I think that this particular choice is a big mistake) when you relentlessly cut yourself off from the obligatory from the houses, do not neglect your shelves. No matter how many libraries
you can find at school, there are a few books that you simply won't want to leave at home. Initially, the idea of bringing books with you to a palace of learning, complete with requirements for difficult courses and unlimited borrowing rights, may not seem like the most meaningless choice, but believe me no matter how much reading material is invaded on you through scholarship or stretches at your feet in the school library, your sleeping shelves simply won't be the same without these nine books. Harry Potter and the Wizard's Stone by J.K. RowlingNow is not the time to put these organizational instincts
to work and drive the whims off your shelves. As you head to the illuminated halls of higher education, you will need a little literary warmth to continue to walk on the long, cold nights spent studying. Nothing wears this like Harry Potter. Entering the lush, bright world of another young mind sent to study,
you will discover your own hopes, fears, problems and triumphs reflected in Harry's journey through Hogwarts. Although you may not have a stick to guide you through dark times, you have Potter, so be sure to keep close volume or two close, even when textbooks threaten to spew out your guilt
pleasures. The modern American use of Garner by Brian A. Garners all the exciting possibilities for intellectual exploration, quite possibly that throughout your school year some of the basics can slip through your fingers, but with Garner's modern American work sitting pretty on your shelf, you can focus
on the big picture and turn to the experts at any time there's a more specific question. Believe me, when I roll midnight and try to get the last few paragraphs out, the last thing you want to waste your time is google google for the correct use of semicolons. On the road from Jack KerouacHeading to college
can sometimes feel like taking the first step of a great adventure, and especially in In the early days, you can just stop and immerse yourself in the miracle of it all. With a lot of college stories to choose from, there's no one to hang around in the magic of math, of course. But it doesn't say the college is on
its way to Jack Kerouac. Take the sweet scent of freedom, the sheer pleasure of opportunity, and the boundless joy of living on the edge with this bitnik classic, and let's start believing — you have arrived, the future awaits, anything is possible. Capital in the 21st century by Thomas PikettyIdeas spreads
like wildfire through zeitgeist, and college is an absolute keg of dust when it comes to more distorting political revolutions, a swayed public consciousness. Do not wait to attach yourself to the monumental ideas of our time in class, take on Thomas Piketty capital in the twenty-first century and dive right into
the modern revolution. After a few short hours with this contemporary classic, you'll feel at home in college. Gut: The inside story of the most underappreciated organ of our body by Giulia EndersAlthough at first may prove overrated by all new offerings (intellectual and extracurricular), It is important to
maintain your own personal interests, no matter how intense the pressures of academic life. If you've always been an astronomy nut, keep these stellar graphics at hand, even when you buckle up and start this English literature BA; If you are weighing on the difficult sciences, do not let this stop you from
enjoying a little epic poetry of the country. If you're not quite sure where to look for alternative interests, consider Julia Enders's Gut, a transformative retelling of the digestive system that will let your mind spin and your heart spin, no matter how strong the pull of your humanitarian homework. Americanah
from Chimamanda Ngozi AdichieIn college, as in life, there are good days and bad days - days when you feel you can conquer the world, and days when you feel like you will never fit in. , education, and everything that lies beyond. Welcome to Monkey House by Kurt VonnegutThere are days when you
wake up to the tones of your roommate yelling at your friend on the phone, only to find yourself stuck in the rain, on the way to a boring class can just fail. On such days you will need a good laugh, so wear one in literary form. With Welcome to Kurt Vonnegut's Monkey House, good laughter is never more
than a few paragraphs. All the royal men from Robert Penn WarrenNeji that you are an English major, you are unlikely to be disgraced surrounded by the big names Modern fiction in the monasteries of your classes, but this is no reason to let your love of literature fail. When you head to college, take a
modern masterpiece like Robert Penn Warren's All The Royal Men, and keep your mind clear and your heart full through the power of truly spectacular fiction. And you missed the last call in the dining room, the last thing you need is a long night in bed with the textbook. With Kim Stanley Robinson Aurora
safely stacked together with these course-goers you'll have a good, solid guilty pleasure to turn to when you need to let go of college life. Take off into space on a journey of intrigue, both interpersonal and intergalactic, and let it all go. After all, it's just college. Image: Nazareth College/Flickr Bo Bedre Like
any room in your home, much of the feel and style of your library will be determined by the furniture you place. If you want to add a dash of elegance to your book area, start with something as simple as a few classic chairs. Continue to 2 of 24 below. Courtesy Glam Shelf The most important part of
enjoying the library is not books – this is the seating area. Comfort is king when sneaking into the world of words, so if you have room, building a reading corner on shelves is a natural choice and a great way to save space. Best of all, you won't have trouble reading the sheet when all the books are at
your fingertips. Continue to 3 of 24 below. Courtesy of Stan Mark To give home an office or book that the real library sensation will take more than piles and rows of books. Give your space a little extra personality, always making sure there will be some art in the mix. In this space, the work is hung directly
on the shelf, making everything part of the same display. Continue to 4 of 24 below. Thanks to Camille Styles Storage is always an important part of keeping every room in your home looking its best. If your book collection is not enough to take every inch of the space you have allocated, it is good to
donate space to other items that need permanent housing. The key to maintaining all this seems good is to keep a clear divide between the types of things you have on your shelves. A bowl in the middle of your biographies collection won't give you a curated look. Keep things in separate areas and keep
each area clean and tidy. Other good ideas include finding ways to connect your shelves to the rest of the room by color, as this room does with the use of red on the shelves and in seating. Also, pay attention to the built-in corner for the love seat. Continue to 5 of 24 below. Courtesy of the A home office
is the perfect place to choose for a home library. Library. If every book on the shelf is not dedicated to business, it's a wonderful place for a little peace of mind as you read. Also, when the rest time eventually appears, you will not have to go far to find a way to pass the time. Continue to 6 of 24 below.
Courtesy Home Decor Library Color is as important for designing an attractive library as it will be in any other space. While brown and black are wonderful colors to choose from, you are hardly limited to those when planning your space. This space offers a beautiful look at what can happen even with a
simple combination of blue and brown. A mix of warm and cool colors in this space seems a perfect tone of balance. Continue to 7 of 24 below. Jessica Gordon's libraries should be quiet, not boring. Visually, you can have as much fun as you want. This space makes the most of its color palette with a
bold, energizing green accent from fun places in leopard prints. The combination of green and yellow is a classic, and fun prints help ensure that there is more to look at in this library than books. 10 The best green paints last up to 8 out of 24 below. Thanks to Fandom Central Even, the largest book
collections can be stylishly displayed with enough space and proper planning. For book lovers, this wrapped shelf is a dream come true. When you put together storage for a very large number of books, white is a good choice of color to keep everything looking clean and modern. Continue to 9 of 24
below. Thanks to crush Cul De Sac A, the library can be an ideal addition to the classic architectural moments in your home. A luxurious feature of nice homes for centuries, this is a great way to get the most out of some of the most interesting areas of your home. Continue to 10 of 24 below. Thanks to
The Cool Hunger This is another interesting example of how a library can take advantage of the architecture of a classically built home. Continue to 11 of 24 below. Courtesy of the Porn Library If buying libraries doesn't give you all the space you need, or if they just don't fit into the space you have,
consider building your own. Although slightly more labor-intensive, custom-made racks offer a number of advantages to hardworking homeowners who are willing to either build them or commission their construction. The most important of this is the flexibility to adapt to small spaces or uncomfortable
corners. If you find yourself in a position where you can't build yourself, build. Continue to 12 of 24 below. Courtesy of SF Girl By Bay, although the emphasis in any library will always be on books, you have options when it comes to bringing color into space rather than stacks of books arranged by color or
painting the shelves. All the pieces you use to refresh and accessorize your space can add to the history of the color of the room. This library is Quite pink sun lounger lounge and colorful Moroccan boucheruit carpet, which gives this room a colorful character. Continue to 13 of 24 below. Courtesy of
Arkpad In this space, this is the brightest red table that occupies the center of the stage, highlighted by another colorful carpet. Decorate your home library with as much life and vitality in furniture, carpets, and textiles as you would like any other room in your home and you are guaranteed to have a library
space that you will like. Continue to 14 of 24 below. Courtesy of DecorPad If you're big on books but not enough space, one option is to keep the reading area separate using a curtain. In this home, a simple green curtain is all it takes to create a hidden library that can appear and disappear when needed.
Continue to 15 of 24 below. Courtesy of Decouvrir Design If your book collection is colorful enough, you can build your floor-to-ceiling bookshelves using your library as a kind of makeshift wallpaper. Continue to 16 of 24 below. It doesn't have to be just about showing books. Collections of all kinds can
find a place in the library. So take a few lines to show other things you love. He will use the best of his repository and give his library some character as well. Continue to 17 of 24 below. Thanks to Decofeelings One of the main reasons why classics remain classics is that they can fit into almost any
situation, and when it comes to color palettes, there is nothing more classic than black and white. This full library space maintains a clean and modern look with a history color that is the simplicity itself. Continue to 18 of 24 below. With the kind decision of Decorar Una Casa Of course, if classic and
conservative is not something, there are always colorful and bold. The pink, gray and blue color palette of this space is just something for a lively, energetic library where you can read and not fall asleep. Continue to 19 of 24 below. Courtesy Desain This two-story book is a marvel of the built-in
architecture that any book lover would adore. On the other hand, getting to some of the books at the highest levels can be a little difficult. Continue to 20 of 24 below. Thanks to Vantage Transform your collection of books on your ear with beautiful shelves built diagonally. Only with a slight turn do these
books add a bold geometric pattern to the walls, which brings immediate interest to the room. Continue to 21 of 24 below. For some purists mixing TVs in books will be the pinnacle of sacrilethness, for most of us it's just a fact of life. To deal with this logistics with a little style, install your TV in an
entertainment center to give it the look of the art of in a frame and the feeling that you are just one more piece in your collection. Continue to 22 of 24 below. Courtesy Marcus Marcus Even if your books aren't coordinated with colors, it's still possible to create layers of color in your space. In this room, only

one purple chair is all it takes to make any other purple moment - and even a few of the pink - burst off the shelves. Continue to 23 of 24 below. Courtesy of Nuevo Estilo Whether this is your book club or business meeting, a long table in a home library or study is unlikely to be used. In this space, a
bright, lacquered red table provides plenty of room for a group learning session or an epic all-night. Continue to 24 of 24 below. Thanks to Urbanites Sometimes the best way to bring out what you have on your walls is through what you put on the floor. The pattern of this black and white carpet has
echoed the pattern of books on the shelves. At the same time, the neutral colors of the carpet help below some of the brighter colors on the shelves. With a little art and a few eye-catching accessories thrown in, this is a colorful and stylish place to dive into a good book. Book.
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